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Jasper walked over to the coffee table. Without caring for much else, he squatted
down and began to look at the Nasdaq market index that indicated that it was
currently trading hours.

With Jasper active in the market and fighting for shares, Sena’s share prices had
already reached 240 US Dollars over the past two days.

This was an extremely high share price–one that had greatly exceeded Sena’s
estimated value.

Therefore, Sena’s share price was now overvalued and now had a market
surplus.

Many of the United States’ financial media were reporting this, and some
organizations had already classified Sena as a highly risky share. This had made
it unaffordable for many investors.

Jasper looked at the date and realized that while Sena shares had undergone
more transactions today, things were still not quite right.

After all, with investors losing trust in Sena, it was only a matter of time before
the market corrected itself and got rid of the surplus of over-valued shares. That
was why many investors would choose to sell the Sena shares they held.

A majority of these shares would then fall in Jasper and the other party’s hands,
while some fearless retail investors would also claim a small percentage of them.

“I’ve asked one of my subordinates, but he said he didn’t detect anything
abnormal. How’d you conclude that they’d attack tonight?” Jasper looked up and
asked.



The only thing Jasper saw when he looked up was a pair of long slender legs in
black stocking, placed casually before his eyes.

A soft couch, a plush carpet, long legs, and a beautiful woman.

This was a view that could easily excite a man.

Yet, Jasper was in no mood for that.

Celine harrumphed softly at how Jasper’s gaze only lingered on her legs for a
moment.

Lying on the sofa with a fair wrist supporting her temple, Celine replied as she
laid sideways, “You guys are just looking at the surface. Go expand the two other
sites that I opened.”

Jasper did as instructed and clicked on the two websites.

These two websites belonged to New York’s famous financial news platform.

The articles were dated yesterday and today.

Unsurprisingly, the articles were filled with warnings to investors that Sena’s
share prices were severely overvalued and extremely risky. It also persuaded
investors to invest wisely.

One might have even suspected the portal of lying if they had merely compared
the contents of the articles to the market board.

The articles warned that Sena’s share prices were severely overvalued and
consisted mainly surplus shares. Despite this, people were still making money
from trading it every minute as the price continued to rise.

It seemed like the more they warned, the more Sena’s share prices increased.



Jasper’s clicks between the websites and market index sped up, and soon his
expression became extremely solemn.

“No, you’re right. Something’s going to happen soon,” Jasper suddenly stated.

Seeing Jasper react in this way, Celine smiled in satisfaction and replied, “There
we go. I’m inclined to believe that those articles were released by this secret rival
of yours.

“He’s trying to brew tension in the market and lower the investor’s psychological
defense as much as he can,” Jasper continued after Celine.

“At the most important moment, he’ll sell everything, and Sena’s share prices will
resemble a tidal wave against the shore. Upon reaching its highest point, there
will only one outcome–and that’s to come crashing down.”


